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                                 ABSTRACT
  Of dynamical systems, Calogero system and Toda lattice are known as examples of completely integrable
many-body systems in one dimension. In this short note, it wilI be shown that, by making use of complexifica-

tion, completely integrable many-body systems in two dimensions are gotten as extension of those in one

dimension.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

  When we investigate the structure of some
dynamical system, we try to solve the equations

of the motion, namely it is aimed to get the

solutions of them explicitly. From this point of

view, it is very important whether the dynamical

system is exactly solvable, so-called completely

integrable, or not. So much researches concern-

ing complete integrability of dynamical systems

have been made, see for exarnple [1] - [61. As

we consider dynamical system with IV (finite
positive integer) degrees of freedom, it is said

that the systern is completely integrable in

Liouville's sense when there exist N first
integrals which are functionally independent and

are involutive.

  In this short note, the configuration space is

restricted to a line (one dimension) or a plane

(two dimensions). Calogero system is shown to

be completely integrable classical system in one

dimension as well as quantum case [7]. Con-
cerning Calogero system, the author has shown

that its proper quadratic first integral can be

derived from those ofErmakov system [8]. In
[9] , F. Calogero has shovvn that some complete-

ly integrable system in one dimension can be

extended as ones in two dimensions by making
use of complexification. We will show that the
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other systems in one dimension can be extended

as completely integrable many-body system in
two dimensions.

  In section 2, completely integrable systems in

one dimension, which contain Calogero system
and Toda lattice as some of them, are reviewed

for later use as preliminaries. The results are

stated in section 3.

2. PRELIMINARIES.

  In this section, following M.A.Olshanetsky
and AM.Perelomov [1], completely integrable

many-body system in one dimension are listed
for later use.

  Consider the classical nonrelativistic problem

of IV particles of unit mass on the line and
Hamiltonian of our system is given with potential

function U(qi,q2,••••,qN) as follows,

  H= -l}-iZ.", pi2 +u(qi,•••,qN), (1)

where pi and qi (i=1,•••N) aremomentum
and coordinate of the i-th particle respectively.

Then the potential function U is assumed to be

following type,

                 2N  u(qi, •••, qN) == g iZ>kv(qi- qk),

           g;const, gER (2)

where v(qi- qk) means the interactive pairwise

potential between i-th particle and k-th one.
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Next we consider the necessary and sufficient

condition for our system to be completely
integrable. Following [1], we can get the next

six typical potentials for our system to be com-

pletely integrable,

v(B) =

 B -2

 a2 sinh -2 (a6)

 a2 sin2 (aB)

    N a2 P(aB)

        w2           62 6--2+
       2g2

  exp (26)

    are
  function. It is

VI we call it

I,

II,

III,

IV,

v,

VI,

(3)

                           tvwhere a,w constants and P stands for
Weierstrass to be remarked that
for type nonperiodic Toda lattice
and potential function is

              N-1 u(qi,•••,q") = iÅí gi v(qj-qi'i), giER,

               1=1
                                  (4)
where

  v( l3)-exp (2B). (5)

3. MAIN RESULTS.

  In this last section we will derive two-dimen-
                ,
sional completely integrable many body system

from one-dimensional them reviewed in section
2.

  At first, let us show the extension of type V

in (3) developed in [1]. Consider the classical

nonrelativistic dynamical system of ?V particles

of unit mass in the two-dimensional xy-plane
and interacting pairwise via the force

   F(r) == f(r)-w2r, (6)
                  '
i.e.

  (iX,)=(2)- -2 (l), (7)

with
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    f. == g2 r "-6x (x2 - 3y2 ) = g2 r'3 cos (3 Åë),

                                     (8)
    fy = g2 r-6y (y2 -3x2) = -g2r-3 sin (3 Åë)

    Here f. and fy are x andy components
  of the force and x and y (respectively r and

  ip) are the Cartesian (respectively polar)
  coordinates of the interparticle vector. Note that

  the modulus of f(r) depends only on r, but
  that this force is not central. The force f(r) is

  moreover nonconservative, there are nevertheless

  a Iot of conserved quantities.

    The equations of motion of this many•body
  system leads

        N    Fi = Z [f (rik) - w2 rik], (g)
        kSi

  where ri indicates the positional vector of the

 i-th particle and

    rik=ri-rk. (10)
    They can be solved noticing that after the
  introduction of new coordinates

  zi-xi+iyi, t-Q, (ii)
we get

       N
  zi= 2 (g2zik-3-cD2zik), (12)
      kli

i.e. the equations of motion for this system
coincide with that ofone-dimensional dynamical

system of type V in (3).

  Secondly we concentrate on the type II and
type III, whose system are generalization of type

I. Because if the parameter a intends to zero in

type II and III, they correspond with type I.

The two-dimensional extension of the above two

systems have fonowing forces for (6),

     - 2g2a3 sinh(2ax)cos(2ay)
  Fx

{cosh (2ax) - cos(2ay )}2

          for type II , (1 3)
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Fy=

Fx=

Fy ==

 {cosh(2ax) - cos(2ay)}2

              for type II ,

2g2 a3 sin (2ax) cosh (2ay)

M{cosh(2ay) cos(2ax)}

              for type III ,

 2g2a3 cos(2ax) sinh(2ay)
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2g2 a3 cosh (2ax)sin (2ay) These equations are easily seen to be

(14)

(15)

  Then
for type

follows,

{cosh(2ay) - cos (2ax)}2

             for type lll . (1 6)

the same method of complexification

V leads the equations of motion as

zi = g2a

   Zk))

zi =g

  N
3 Z sin
 kti

    N
2a3 Z sin
   k4i

h -3 (a (zi - zk)) cosh(a (zi -

     for type ll (17)

-3 (a(zi -zk)) cos(a(zi - zk))

for type III (18)

                               same as
ones in one-dimensional type II and III systems.

So these two-dimensional systems defined above

are completely integrable many-body system.

But physical meaning of these systems is not
clear. This point should be discussed in the
future.
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